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The Metal Roof That Heats Your Home

Solar Collecting Metal Roofing Panels
www.INroof.solar

The facts About Heat & Energy
Financial & Environmental Cost

Energy Used For Heating
The US Department of Energy uses information from
households and energy suppliers to estimate energy
costs and usage.

Traditional heating fuels like gas, oil, propane and
electricity are expensive and polluting and prices

INroof.solar panels are thermal collectors that power
domestic hot water and space heating systems. The
space heating and water heating sections of these
graphs represent the share of a household’s energy
that would be reduced/addressed using INroof panels.

and economics.
Solar power is a clean energy alternative that is
widely available at absolutely no cost! Take control
of your heating expenses and make your own
building an energy source. By using solar as a
heating source when possible, you reduce your fuel
consumption saving money and cutting down on
pollution.

Solar Thermal Solution
Solar thermal is the use of technology to capture the sun’s heat and
use it later where and when you want it. A typical system consists of
three components: solar collectors, heat storage and distribution.

function in partly sunny and even overcast conditions. A large storage
unit will allow solar energy to carry over several days. Like all solar-based
technologies, energy is dependent upon weather conditions and a
backup heating method is suggested for reliability.

Metal Roof Integrated
Solar Thermal Collectors

INroof panels are the best performing integrated
solar thermal collectors on the market today and

1.5” Added
Insulation

By integrating the solar thermal collection system
piece of real estate – the roof, while improving
building performance and using clean energy to
save money and reduce harmful CO2 emissions.

Integrated
Solar
Thermal
Collection
.040
Aluminium
Kynar Finish

aesthetic for the same solar thermal principles
that have been used for centuries and are popular
all over the world today.
the heat from the sun hitting your roof and uses it as a
clean fuel for domestic hot water and space heating
systems. Our system design allows for power generation
across a range of temperatures.

NOR’EASTER Collector
INroof.solar panels are pre-plumbed, pre-insulated,
as both solar thermal collectors and the roof itself.
This patent-pending integrated design allows our
energy hidden neatly beneath standing seam metal
Nor’easter panels are available in a range of sizes and
colors to realize your design objectives. Typically, the
length of panels will be dictated by the roof design while
the width is a matter of aesthetic preference. All panels are
available in either 16-17” or 20-21” width and with either
1” or 1.5” standing seam height.

Panel Length

Insulated Panels

Solar Panels

The panel length depends
on the length of the roof and
can be customized further.

Insulated panels allow for
continuity within a project
and reduce overall heating
and cooling loads.

Plumbed panels will act as
solar thermal collectors.
The number of plumbed
panels depends
on average heating load.

Please note that prices listed here are the cost
per panel for given sizes and features and do not
include any incentives. These prices do not include
engineering services, installation services, or system
Specialty roof design will incur additional charges.
While prices are current upon publication (8/18),
they are subject to change.
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Benefits of an INroof System
Economic

Environmental

Last longer requiring
fewer costly repairs
and replacements

Last longer thereby
reducing frequency of
construction waste

Available in dozens of
colors; custom colors
available

Made in the USA using
locally sourced parts
to reduce transport
waste

Ideal material for
complete roof or
accents

Reduce heating
and cooling loads
with added
insulation

Reduce CO2 emissions
with reduced heating
and cooling load

Aesthetic

Available in any length
with width and seam
height options

+

Provide annual savings
on heating fuel
Eligible for the Federal
Solar ITC
System components
like tanks and heat
pumps may also be
eligible for incentives

Contain no
environmentallyharmful semiconductor
components

Reduce CO2 emissions by
using solar to reduce
overall heating fuel
consumption

Provide solar thermal
energy without the look
of a solar system on top
of the roof

generation

Performance

More resistant to wind,
leaks and rot than
Relatively lightweight
Shed snow and rain easily
Utilize aluminum, a
preferred material for
coastal building

Solar thermal system
snow and ice
accumulation
System can be used in
reverse to melt snow
and ice if necessary

"If you're not motivated by global warming, or air pollution problems,
or health issues, then you still should be motivated by the fact that it will
save you money and it's the best solution out there, so why not?"
- Fred Harkness, President & Inventor
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